
 

 

Coldingham Primary School Home Learning Grid      

  

Class: P3 
Date - week beginning: 18th January 2021 Teacher: Mrs Easingwood/ Miss Tinniswood  

Teacher contact: gw09easingwoodshona@glow.sch.uk gw20tinniswoodamy@glow.sch.uk please note change to Miss 

Tinniswood’s email address. 

Class teachers will be available to contact between 9.00am and 3.00pm and 9.00am till 12.25pm on a Friday via email or 

alternatively you can message us on Class Dojo now we are all set up. Choose one activity from each column every day. 

 

Literacy Numeracy IDL/HWB 

Writing 

Miss Tinniswood made an information sheet ‘All About Me’ so you 

could get to know her a little bit better.  Check it out on our 

Class Page on Dojo.  

 

We would like you to make an information sheet all about you.  

Tell us all your favourite things such as 

 
 Food  

 Drink 

 Desert  

 Sweets  

 Chocolate  

 Book 

 Movie 

 Colour 

 Animal 

 Place 

 Hobby 

 Sport 

Place Value 

 

LI: I am developing my understanding of 

how place value. 

SC: I can show how numbers are 

constructed by demonstrating the value of 

each digit. 
 

 

Read the numbers in words below and write 

them out putting all the numbers in the 

correct order. 
 

 

Three thousand, four hundred and seventy-

five. 
 

 

1. Write a number lower than this 

2. Write a number greater than this 

3. Write the number again but this time 

P.E 

See the P.E activities that Mrs 

Matthews has set for you this 

week, emailed with this document. 

 

Try and do a Joes Wickes work 

out one day this week 

 

Keep a track of how many 

steps/km or miles you walk, cycle 

or run this week.  Add them up and 

send in your totals, we could do a 

class total!   Good practice for 

your adding skills. 
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 Season 

You can include photos, pictures, write sentences.  You can produce it on 

the computer or draw it, you can decide on the layout and design of your 

page.  This will help Miss Tinniswood, Mrs Easingwood and Mrs Sword 

get to know you better. 

 

LI: I can select ideas and relevant information, organise 

these in a logical sequence and use words which will be 

interesting to describe something. 

SC: I have included important information and kept the 

interest of the reader using design features, adjectives and 

verbs. 

change the thousand value by 

increasing it. 

4. Write the number again but this time 

partition it e.g.   

 

the number 2789 = 2000+700+80+9 

Spelling 

Practise and learn the following common words this week using 

look, cover, say, write, check like you do in your homework 

jotters. 

Make up three sentences using the words 

 

little, make, play, came, please, after, again, ask, could, 

every 

 

LI: I am learning to spell tricky words and common used 

words using my knowledge of letters, sounds, words and 

patterns. 

SC: I can spell common used words correctly. 

Here are some place value games on Topmarks 

I would like you to play. Click on the website 

links.  This one you have played before  

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-

count/place-value-basketball  

 

and these are new 

 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Flash.aspx?a=

activity03  

 

http://www.math-play.com/Place-Value-

Millionaire/place-value-millionaire-

game_html5.html  

 

Have fun and let us know if you enjoyed 

them! 

Topic – Forces -Magnets 

 

Watch this video on the link below 

to learn about magnetic forces. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=s236Q1nuWXg  

 

Do you have any magnets at home?  

If you do look for objects that 

the magnet can attract.  Think 

about the type of metal they need 

to be made from.  Can you make a 

magnet maze?  Design a garden, 

park, beach or any kind of outdoor 

setting.  Draw a path for the 

magnet to take. Now put your 

magnetic object (like a paper clip) 

on top and move it along the path 
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using the magnet underneath.  

Show it off to those in your house.  

If you hide the magnet well 

enough you can pretend it is magic! 

 

  
Find this and other activities here 

https://www.science-

sparks.com/10-great-ideas-for-

learning-about-magnetism/ 

 

LI: I am learning about magnetic 

forces and attraction. 

SC: I can sort materials 

according to whether they are 

magnetic or not. Participate in 

an investigation into magnet 

strength. 

 

Reading 

Last week you should have started reading a book at home, 

preferably a chapter book or a book you find enjoyable but 

challenging.  If you need a book, please contact me via email or 

class Dojo. 

 

This week your task is to draw the main characters of the book.  

Addition 

LI: I am learning to use the column method 

to add numbers. 

SC: I can add 3 digit numbers together, 

using the correct place value space for 

each number. 

 

Topic – Forces - floating and 

sinking 

 

Watch these videos on floating 

and sinking. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=eQuW8G2QV_Q  
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Give their name and write a sentence or two that describes them.  

See this example for guidance… 

 

 
 

This is ‘Winnie the Witch’.  She is a crazy and excited witch. 

She has frizzy dark hair and broken sharp teeth. She flies 

her broom every day. Winnie the Witch likes fun and 

adventures. 

   

It is important you keep reading, tasks will be set weekly based 

on a book you are reading.  Aim for 15 to 20 minutes a day please. 

 

LI:  I am identifying the features of important characters in 

a story. 

SC: I can describe a character’s looks and personality using 

verbs and adjectives based on what I have read. 

You are going to continue your practise of the 

column addition method. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38dc-

eS8S_k 

 

Watch the link above as many times as you 

need to, it is there to support you.  Now try 

the sums on the sheet below.  Remember 

when it increases from a one to ten, a ten to a 

hundred etc write the number below the line, 

like the example below. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=nMlXU97E-uQ  

 

Now try this challenge! 

 

Can you build a raft that fits in 

the sink or bathtub using only 4 

materials?  Time to check the 

recycling! 

 

Can you make a lemon, lime or 

orange sink?  How did you do it? 

 

Send us videos or photos of your 

challenges 

 

Check out https://www.science-

sparks.com/easy-stem-challenges/ 

for more activities and ideas. 

 

LI: I am learning what makes 

something float or sink. 

SC: I can make predictions 

about objects that will float or 

sink and can explain how the 

density will influence this. 
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Grammar 

 We all know what the features of a good sentence are.  It should 

contain a capital letter at the start and a full stop at the end or a 

question mark if it is a question.  We also use a capital for the 

name of a place or person (proper nouns). 

 

Look at the grammar sheet below and re write these sentences 

adding in the missing punctuation marks.  If you can’t re write 

them highlight the parts that are wrong of tell someone what is 

wrong with them and what you would change. 

 

If you really want to challenge yourself try this extension task. 

 

Extension Challenge:  Improve these sentences by adding a 

joining word such as but, and, so, or because.  Add in an 

interesting adjective (describing word) or verb (action word). 

 

See the example below. 

 
the titanic sank in 1912 

The enormous Titanic ship tragically sank in 1912. 

 

LI:  I am learning how to punctuate sentences. 

SC: I can use a capital letter, full stop and question mark in 

the correct place in a sentence. 

Work on Mathletics, try to keep this up daily.  

No new tasks have been set as this is still a 

revision week.  If you have completed them 

all, do some again and next week new tasks 

will be set. 

Expressive Arts 

 

Music 

See the music activities that Mrs 

Mutch has set for you this week, 

emailed with this document. 

 

Art 

Staying on the theme of sinking 

and floating, follow this step by 

step guide on how to draw the 

Titanic.  Send in photos of your 

work please, we can’t wait to see 

them. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=SgJ_0HwV1j0  

 

You will need; 

Paper, a black felt pen – fine 

tipped and colouring pens or 

pencils. 

Useful Websites · https://login.mathletics.com/  · https://www.doorwayonline.org.uk/literacy/speller/  · https://www.topmarks.co.uk/  ·  

https://ttrockstars.com/    · https://www.literacyshed.com/home.html  · https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize  · http://www.pobble365.com/  · 

https://www.onceuponapicture.co.uk/   
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Reading Task - Story Characters 

 

  



 

 

Grammar sheet - Correct the Sentence Punctuation 
 

Write the correct sentence underneath by adding in capital letters, full stops and question 
marks. 

1. my brother’s dog is called tess 

  

2. on sunday she went to the park 

  

3. the titanic sank in 1912 

  

4. toby and mark are going to spain in march 

  

5. martha took her children to the zoo yesterday 

  

6. when i go to the shop, i will get some crisps 

  

7. sarah and i are going to town on friday 

  

8. did you sell buns at the fair 

  

9. my mum has a cat he is called tom 

  

10. have you got a dress for the prom 

  



 

 

Correct the Sentence Punctuation 

Answers 

Question Answer 

1. my brother’s dog is called tess 

 
My brother’s dog is called Tess. 

2. on sunday she went to the park 

 
On Sunday she went to the park. 

3. the titanic sank in 1912 

 
The Titanic sank in 1912. 

4. toby and mark are going to spain in march 

 
Toby and Mark are going to Spain in March. 

5. martha took her children to the zoo yesterday 

 
Martha took her children to the zoo yesterday. 

6. when i go to the shop i will get some crisps 

 
When I go to the shop I will get some crisps. 

7. sarah and i are going to town on friday 

 
Sarah and I are going to town on Friday. 

8. did you sell buns at the fair 

 
Did you sell buns at the fair? 

9. my mum has a cat he is called tom 

 
My mum has a cat. He is called Tom. 

 



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 


